Buhler gave a criterion for a class of finite free extensions of discrete valuation rings to be tamely ramified 1-dimensional regular rings. In this note, we extend this criterion to finite free extensions of general local rings and, in the final section, indicate the extension to schemes. where l B (M) denotes the length (of a composition series) of the artin jB-module M. If A is a discrete valuation ring, the e n/mA clearly coincide with the usual ramification indices of algebraic number theory. Recall that the embedding dimension ed(i?) of the semi-local ring B is max dim κ(n} Πy/πf where n, runs through all maximal ideals of B. With the above notation the main result of this paper is:
Introduction. To set the notation, let
.
If n!,...,n s are the maximal ideals of B lying over m A define the ramification index e n / m^ to be l B (B n /m A B n ) where l B (M) denotes the length (of a composition series) of the artin jB-module M. If A is a discrete valuation ring, the e n/mA clearly coincide with the usual ramification indices of algebraic number theory. Recall that the embedding dimension ed(i?) of the semi-local ring B is max dim κ(n} Πy/πf where n, runs through all maximal ideals of B. With the above notation the main result of this paper is:
2. Proof of Theorem 1. We begin by some reductions. Observe that the conditions and conclusions of the theorem remain unchanged on base change by the m^-adic completion of A: A -* B ® A A = B so we may assume A is complete. Thus B is a product of local rings Π B t where each A -> B ι satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Since y m (^B/A) Σ , v m (b B/A ), it is easy to see that it is enough to prove Theorem 1 when B is local with maximal ideal m B9 say.
Let e be the ramification index of B over A and a l9 ... 9 [3] or [5] for the properties of resultants we will use), then 
to be tamely ramified with ed(/) = ed(^). The failure of this criterion to be necessary for non-regular rings is examined in this section; we will see that the obstruction lies in the equations defining the tangent cone gr^m^). Indeed, we construct a cohomology group H 2 (C' g ) so that the numerical criterion is necessary and sufficient for all polynomials with a fixed reduction g mod xn A , say, if and only if H 2 (C') is isomorphic to the vector space of homogeneous equations defining the tangent cone of degree equal to that of g(X).
In the sense of Hubert schemes classifying polynomials over A, this failure is not exceptional: "almost all"'tamely ramified polynomials /(X) over a non-regular ring A with *>(discr/)
Nevertheless, for polynomials which are unramified or totally ramified or have degree < 3, the numerical criterion is necessary and sufficient over arbitrary local rings.
Fix a monic polynomial g( 
Let T be the tangent cone of Spec A 9 by definition T-Proj gr^m^) where gr^ίm^) = Θ z°lo m^/m^+ 1 ; fix a basis, once and for all, a l9 ...,a n of m A so that n = ed(A). 
given by
Denote by * the composite of the maps: It follows from Theorem 1 that iίp \ e t for some e ι then ^m^(discr/) > s for any / with reduction g so for this wildly ramified case V = T has the required properties. all ij) be the polynomial R(f(X) 9 g^( A^-regarded as an element of gτ(xn A ) [X l) ] of degree degg^ and put p(X tJ ) = U k p k (X tJ : all i, j) 6k . The ideal of gr(m /ί )[X /7 : all /, j] generated by p(X l} ) clearly defines the closed subscheme V oίV.
(2b) With the notation above, let f*(X) be a polynomial from
We assert ed(/*( AT)) = ed ( (1) /'is totally ramified i.e. deg g f = 1 for all /' , (2) fis unramified i.e. e, = 1 for all i, Proof. In any case, if /(X) is wildly ramified the result follows so we assume/is tamely ramified.
(1) Since/is totally ramified, the equation p(Xij) defining V is, by Corollary 1, a product ]l k p k (X iJ ) of factors linear in the X^s and tf/s. Let z G Γ-sch(κ, V) be given by X tj -> x /7 G /c for all i, 7, then/?(Z ιy ) = 0 implies p k {Xij) = 0 for some A: since gr/m^) has no zero divisors. Thus Pk( x ij) -0 is a linear relation between the linearly independent a t 9 s so j(z) = 0. Since H\C) = 0, z = /(j>) for some 7 G Γ -sch(/c, F r ) proving the corollary in view of Proposition 1.
(2) If/is unramified, then obviously j> m^( discr/) = 0 since f(X) -0 has distinct roots mod m A . Thus ed(/(X)) = ed(^4) by Theorem 1.
(3) The Corollary follows immediately from Proposition 2. (4) If deg /(X) < 3 then the only possibilities are that / is totally ramified or is unramified whence the result from (1) and (2). D Since resultants are 'universally' defined it easily follows from the proof of Proposition 1 that the subschemes V 9 V of V have a ' universal' construction in that they are induced from Z-schemes independent of Y\ EXAMPLE. We construct a quartic/( X) over a 1-dimensional local ring A with / tamely ramified, ed(/) = ed(^4), ^m^(discr/) = 3 and sLet Q be the field of rational numbers and let a l9 a 2 
